
3139 E RIDGEWAY RD3139 E RIDGEWAY RD
ORANGE, CA 92867

$829,800 | 4 BEDS | 3 BATHROOMS | 2 CAR GARAGE | 2700 SQUARE FEET

Private Covered Entry
Gourmet Kitchen
Private and Serene Backyard
Standing Island

Sparkling Pool and Spa
Large and Spacious Rooms
Granite Counters Throughout
Huge Master Suite

Large 347293

View Online: http://www.3139Ridgeway.com
For Instant Photos: Text 798046 To 415-877-1411

Tranquility awaits from the moment you walk into this stunning
model like home through your private covered entry. Abundant
natural light welcomes you into the formal entry and spacious
living room complete with vaulted ceilings and adjacent formal
dining room. A “cooks delight” kitchen, separate breakfast nook
area and adjacent enormous family room will fulfill the needs of
any family size. The large and spectacular entertainers backyard
with complete privacy, covered patio and standing island is
showcased by your sparkling pool, spa and cascading waterfall.
This home is complete with upgraded dual-pane windows and
sliding glass doors, upgraded floor and door moldings, custom
carpet and porcelain tiles, plantation shutters, and much, much
more! The kitchen features oak cabinets wrapped in stunning
granite which is consistent throughout the home including all
bathrooms and the wet bar. The master suite provides large his
and hers walk-in closets and a beautiful separate shower...
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AGENT INFORMATION

Adam Brett
P: 7144968116
M: 7144968116
License # 01499486
realtoradam@gmail.com
www.TheAEGRE.com

The Adam and Eric Team
2226 N State College Blvd
Fullerton, CALIFORNIA (CA) 92831

ABOUT ADAM BRETT

Put Experience and Skill on Your Side — Adam Brett and Eric
Urban created the Adam and Eric Team so that they could
provide clients with the highest level of service and the most
current resources available in the real estate industry. This is a
team truly devoted to excellence, each of it's members - from
the marketing gurus to the real estate agents - are 100%
committed to changing the ...

Disclaimer: All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed.
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